NEXT EVENTS
- Monthly Meeting 20th
September Murley Hall
-Camera Club-18th September
-Walking Group : 15th September
-Book Club : 24th September
Coffee Beans-Meet and Eat TBA
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Hello everyone what a lovely meeting we had this August.
Hearing about the Hall for Cornwall’s history, refurbishment
and reopening was just what we needed, giving us all a sense
of good things to look forward to. It was lovely seeing so many
of you there and it got us thinking about Staying Connected.
Now that we are able to meet face to face and share our
stories we think it’s time to end our monthly issues. We plan to
continue monthly “Meet the Member” articles but will do this
via email and we are really happy to share anyone's news or
stories via email or at our meetings. There will, of course, be
updates about all of the groups’ activities on social media, the
website and at meetings and we will of course have a chance
to speak directly to each other the more and more things
return to pre-pandemic arrangements.
There are a few things in the pipeline in addition to our
monthly meetings and all of the groups. The first is our annual
trip out. This will be on 11th October and details can be found
at the end of this newsletter. We are having a four corner day
on Friday 3rd December, details to be shared at our meeting
later this month and as many people are still worried about
going to restaurants especially in large numbers we are hoping
to have a special meeting in December in lieu of a Christmas
dinner out where we can celebrate in true Cornish WI style.
The committee continues to welcome ideas and suggestions
and any of you wishing to arrange something please get in
touch.
All that remains for me is to say for the final time in Staying
Connected in this format Stay Safe and Stay Connected.
Wendie

The Last Months Highlights

July Book Club
Members of Book Club spent a delightful sunny afternoon
discussing their latest read 'Major Pettigrew's Last Stand'
by Helen Simonson and enjoying food and drink in
Colleen's beautiful garden.
The book scored highly with
everyone enjoying what is
essentially a love story
between older people amid
the prejudices of an English
village. Colleen found notes from a Book Club Meeting
many years ago where the same book had been read
(and scored just as well then!). Next month's book is Miss
Pettigrew Lives for a Day by Winifred Watson..
The Bookclub is open to all CLWI members and
new members are always welcome. Pat
organises it and explained that,
The gist of Book Club meetings is; read the book,
give your honest opinion, which is respected by
everyone, score the book and generally put the
world to rights.
The next meeting will be on Friday 24th
September – the venue is yet to be decided it will
be announced about a week before that date
especially as the virus is not behaving very well in
Cornwall at the moment and we do have to be
careful in our movements etc.
The next books are
SEPTEMBER
‘Where the Crawdads Sing’
by Delia Owen – some of us have already read
this booked and thoroughly enjoyed it but there
is a big but!
OCTOBER

The Secret Garden’
by Frances Hodgson Burnett

NOVEMBER

‘Ritz and Escoffier’
by Luke Barr

Pat Would also love to hear of any venues which
you feel may be suitable for meetings – we have
tried a lunch perhaps an afternoon tea – would
love to hear your views
Contact Pat if you have any queries or
suggestions.
crowlas-ludgvanwi.org.uk
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The Last Months Highlights
August Walk with Shirley and her group

We planned to walk from Ludgvan to
Trencrom but for various reasons we
failed to achieve our goal! Despite that we
enjoyed the walk, sunny weather, views
across the countryside and catching up
with friends.
Rosie's puppy Mist joined us for the first
time. We were all very impressed by her
speed and obedience.
We eventually returned to Ludgvan to eat
our picnic in the Community Garden
where we made use of the bench donated
by Crowlas and Ludgvan WI.

SOCIAL MEDIA
For the latest updates throughout the month
of what we have been up to and have planned.
Please follow us on Social Media where Lisa
has been doing some wonderful & regular
updates
crowlasludgvanwi
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What Cooking?

Ramblers up comming Adventure dates

JAN'S FRUIT CAKE

You may have tasted this delicious cake at our cream tea
event
It is made over 2 days...
Day 1...
1 x kg bag mixed Fruit
600ml of milky coffee (I made mine with Camp coffee) I
used 4 tab spoons coffee, 300mls of semi-skim milk +3
dessertspoons sugar top-up to 600mls with cold water.,
stir well to dissolve sugar. Leave in the fridge to really chill.
Later, on the same day place fruit into a bowl, pour over
the coffee and stir really well to mix cover and place in the
fridge overnight
Day 2…
To the fruit and coffee mix add 1 beaten egg
9 oz SR Flour, stir really, really well, so there is no visible
flour. Spoon into a lined loose bottom 9" cake tin
Place into a preheated oven Fan 160oC
Bake for 1.5 hours... cover with foil after 1 hour if it looks
too brown
Check after 1.5 hours to see if cooked.
Keep an eye on it as all ovens cook at different rates (you
can always turn the oven down to 150oC if its cooking to
fast)
Leave to cool in the tin, remove and cover and store
It’s meant to be moist, and it goes really well with cheese...
or just a cuppa☕

Crowlas & Ludgvan WI Walks for 2021 - 2022
Walks are usually the 3rd Wednesday of the
month starting at 10.00. The average
distance is 5 miles, a mix of coastal, inland
tracks & fields. Some of the coastal paths are
steep & strenuous but I will always let you
know the terrain once I have completed the
recce. We try to car share, if possible, as
often parking is restricted. Any suggestions
for future walks are welcome and even better
if you like to lead a walk. Family, partners,
friends and dogs are very welcome. For more
information or if you need a lift, please ring
Shirley on 01736 741324, e-mail
shirleyebattle@gmail.com
Sept 15th Sancreed Beacon & Carn Euny. 4
miles
October 20th Camel Trail from Bodmin
November 17th Route to be decided when
we know the weather forecast!!
2022 January 19th Route to be decided
when we know the weather forecast!
February 16th Circular walk from the Lizard
4.5 miles
March 16th Hills & Steeples. 6.5 miles
The walking group is open to all members but
some walks may be a little less suitable if you
have some mobility issues please
contact Shirley if you have any queries or
suggestions.

DONT FORGET
The Camera Club visit on 18th
September to the Japanese Garden at
St Mawgan is open to everyone.
Please contact Lisa Or Helen if you
wish to go to take pictures or just
enjoy a visit to the garden.

crowlas-ludgvanwi.org.uk
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The Last Months Highlights
THE HALL FOR CORNWALL
For our August meeting, our guest speaker was Nikki, a fund-raising manager from The Hall for
Cornwall.
In 1807 The first marketplace and municipal rooms are built on the City Hall site. This building was
soon deemed inadequate as a new market-hall for a thriving Truro. Less than forty years after it
opened it was torn down to make way for the building you see today known as City Hall. It was
designed by architect Charles Eales, the market had 56 Butchers stalls and stalls for vegetables,
hardware and other produce. It also housed the fire brigade and police station on the ground floor,
and town hall and administrative offices for Truro Council above. The clock tower was added in 1858.
When the market went into decline spaces were used for more social events such as a cinema, and a
roller-skating rink.
1923-7 The River Kenwyn was infilled in stages so boats could no longer moor at the back of the
building. This new pavement connects Lemon Quay and Back Quay, becoming the space many know
today as ‘The Piazza’.
The market hall was remodelled to include a stage suitable for plays and performances and in 1948 the
inside of the building had a balcony built and shops appeared under the arches on the Boscawen
Street side. In the sixties, the hall was used for fatstock shows, fashion shows and as a popular venue
for music events and concerts. By the mid-eighties, the hall deteriorated and a community campaign
saved it from the redevelopment. In 1990 A campaign achieved funding for the rebuilding of the central
space as a theatre and in 1997 Hall for Cornwall opened as Cornwall’s largest theatre.
Pre Covid the Hall for Cornwall gained funding for a major refurbishment, having 1300 seats(3 more
than the Theatre Royal in Plymouth) within a three-tiered auditorium and in the Autumn of 2021, the
Hall for Cornwall will reopen.
It likes to support local talent and it aims to work with every primary and secondary school in the
county. Their aim is to support 50,000 more young people over the next five years.
There will be a new hub or workspace, situated in the Lemon Quay wing of the building, which is a
perfect place for Cornish creativity, entrepreneurs, social enterprises, freelancers, and small
businesses. It will be known as HUSA which means “to play or dream” in Cornish.
The Hall for Cornwall adds £35-6 million to Cornwall’s economy

A computer image
of the new interior
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WHO AM I?

Crafty Creations
LYNNE COE
THE TALENT OF ONE OF OUR W I MEMBERSI was taught to crochet by mum at age 10 when the main
theme was ‘granny blankets’.
Having dabbled with crochet and knitting over the years
though after being ill with severe depression about 12
years ago, crochet was what helped me start to see the
light at the end of the tunnel and I haven’t looked back.
I discovered amigurumi - (the crocheting or knitting of
small creatures – ami is the Japanese
word for crochet/knit and
nuigurumi means stuffed doll)
approximately 10 years ago and
from that moment was ‘hooked’.

I like to design my own patterns which have evolved since
moving to Cornwall into mainly sea-related creatures and
now sell through local shops from Marazion to St Ives to
Padstow under the business name – Simply Ewe-nique.

One of my first designs was Iain the
mischievous cat named by my
hubby who always gave my
creations a name. I love to teach
crochet thought this has been
taken over in recent years by the
high demand for
finished items.

crowlas-ludgvanwi.org.uk

Margaret Walton was born in Manchester.
She met her husband Gerald at her
sister’s wedding, when she was a
bridesmaid and he was best man. They
married on 21/8/ 1965 and had two
children. Gerry, like all Cornishman, then
wanted to return to Cornwall. They first
lived in Lescudjack Terrace, Marazion and
Gulval and following Gerry’s death
Margaret moved to Long Rock. Gerry
started GKW tool hire, you may
remember it on Jelbert Way!
Margaret initially wanted to learn patchwork
but, on the radio, heard an advertisement
about Pergamano – parchment craft.
Margaret attended a course and eventually
taught it herself including a course for the W
I. Why did she join Crowlas and Ludgvan W I?
Being quite lonely after Gerry died and the
children had flown the nest, she was advised
by her local minister to join something and
living in Ludgvan Parish decided to join
Crowlas & Ludgvan WI. Margaret phone the
president, Helen Kestle, who told her when
we all meet and on the first day Helen met
Margaret at the door and introduced her to
Diana Kelynack for the evening. Diana then
invited Margaret to The Hall for Cornwall that
week and a friendship was formed. By
coincidence it turned out that Diana knew
Margaret’s mother-in-law and family.
Margaret loves Cornwall so much that
eventually she encouraged her extended
family to come and live in the county.
Margaret now lives at Chynance in Alexander
Road, overlooking the rugby ground.
She missed the W I during lockdown but did
enjoy our first get together at Hazel’s coffee
morning in June. She is looking forward to
meeting again at Murley Hall before jetting
off to Dusseldorf in October to see her son
and grandchildren.

Parchment roses
made by Margaret
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Gardening Tips and Tricks
After watching a television program about the Orchid
Festival at Kew Gardens, I had the idea of growing my own
Phalaenopsis Orchids (the most common indoor Orchids)
an indoor plant.
In my sun lounge, I have a large avocado tree that I have
grown from a discarded stone. This is supported by a moss
pole that seemed to be the perfect thing to grow my
Orchids on. In the wild Orchids grow on trees by using
nooks and crannies in bark to attach themselves. They are
not a parasitic plant, as they take no nutrients from the
tree; just use them as a growing ledge to give them the
perfect spot for light and moisture. At Kew they exploit this
property by attaching the Orchids to all sorts of trees and
growing frames including pergolas and arches.

Orchid Arch at Kew Garden

I was not so ambitious but I am pleased to say that after a
month or so all three of the orchids I attached came into
flower. I water the roots with a bottle and the excess water
will also water the avocado and both benefit from an
occasional spray with orchid fertiliser. I used hessian ribbon
to tie loosely around the roots and sphagnum moss, they
already had around their roots, and bit by bit the roots are
escaping and finding their way around the tree and the
moss pole. I love how the orchids have added colour to my
avocado tree and moving them there has freed up space
on the window sills for more plants.

Crafty Creations
ROS IS BEING
PREPARED PLANNING
FOR A BIG FAMILY
EVENT
I’ve been making confetti from flowers in
our garden in preparation for a family
wedding. Several friends and family
members have passed flowers to me so
they will also be making a contribution to
the day. It’s been experimental with roses,
hydrangea and tulips ( I started early in
the year!) being the best but with some
surprising results from sweet peas and
dahlia petals. Most were dried in layers of
kitchen paper in our sun lounge over
several days and then I gave some a blast
in the microwave to ensure all petals were
completely dry. Lavender is being dried to
add some fragrance. I’m storing the
finished results in airtight jars in a dark
place to ensure colours will remain good
for next year’s big event.

STAYING CONNECTED
Staying Connected is only as good as you
make it. Don't forget to send in your
stories, your things to sell , seeds to
swop, recipes to share,
upcycling/recycling, craft projects and
things to make. The more we put in it the
more we all get out of it.
If you have anything to contribute please
contact Di or Wendie Via
committee.crowlasludgvanwi@gmail.com

crowlas-ludgvanwi.org.uk
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WI life Beyond Lockdown

SUE THOMAS FARMING LIFE

Jan in St Lucia

I missed our W I July Cream Tea Meeting because of our Big
Event of the Year Hay Making!
And days of lovely hot sunshine Hooray. I think slow and steady
would be this year’s motto. John’s Fiat tractor is 46 years old;
health and safety might be an issue. John rescued it from going
to the scrapyard many years ago and has nursed it along ever
since, it’s never been at top speed!
I am sure lots of you know or remember well the haymaking
process,
Grow Grass
Cut Grass
Turn Grass Lots of Times
Reece Hay Up Ready to Bale
Bale Hay
Stack Bales
Transport Bales to shed
Stack Bales in Shed
Very labour intensive and pretty old fashioned but a bonus
when feeding in winter as cows are fed in fields according to
wind directionv and the shelter afforded from old Cornish
hedges without the need to get the tractor out.
We always start with 2 smaller fields, Castle and Georgia Hill to
make sure equipment is working well.
Our first hiccup this year taking the Baler into Georgia field
when disaster happened and the tractor tyre exploded. I’ve
never seen Ben run so fast, frightened the life out of him and
lots of concerned neighbours appearing wondering what the
hell is going on.
Tractor Tyre resolved. Next hiccup a few fields later (4 acre,
back shed, doc, middle and end) a spring needed replacing on
the baler. Quick fix then on the very last field halfway through
baling and the tractor fan belt has given up which fortunately is
easily resolved.
2 weeks hard going but lovely to have the hay all safely in the
sheds. Everyone and tractor all intact, phew!
It is a real family affair now children are older and stronger. John
and Ben do all the tractor work, I feed and water copious
amounts of iced water this year. Then Ben and I stack bales.
When bringing in, Bens drives, John hurls onto trailer and Nina
on trailer stacking. Once at the shed its all hands-on deck to get
stacked right up to the ceiling using ladders with at this stage.
We still have a couple of fields to do but great to have the bulk
of this year’s harvest done.

crowlas-ludgvanwi.org.uk
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Before Covid and when still
enjoying good health Jan and her
husband took frequent holidays to
the island of St Lucia. Away from
the hotels and duty-free areas
there are a lot of very poor people
on the Island which Jan and
husband Bill wanted to help.
Following a chance meeting with
the head teacher of the local
primary school “Vide Boutellie” it
was decided to help set up a
library. With the help of savings,
donations, coffee mornings and
coercing expats money was raised
to donate and buy books. The staff
at the hotel in St Lucia were willing
to collect the books especially as
they had children at the school and
also help towards the cost of
builders to construct the library.

The library has attracted a lot of
attention resulting in Jan & Bill
meeting many famous people and
visiting wonderful places. They are
so well known they get a hug from
staff each time they visit. Now
unable to visit Jan and Bill keep in
touch with “their family” in St Lucia
via Facebook.
Internet Library image
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WI Life Beyond Lockdown
SYLVIA RONAN THE BAKER CUP ~ THE
PENULTIMATE PUSH.

There is still time to help with
The Penultimate Push.
The Way Forward and Rediscovering
Footpaths.

Once upon a time, you may well remember that we had to stay safe at home and take our
daily exercise from home.
While doing this it seemed like a good idea to enter
The Baker Cup Competition, in the hope that it would perhaps help us
Live With and, Love Lockdown while being so isolated.
We needed 4 Members to be involved with our project, however, over half of our
Membership volunteered to rediscover, research and record something about a path near
their home, even if it was rediscovering a forgotten garden path that had been previously
neglected!
Please, if you don’t want to submit any crafty work can you answer 3 questions and either
email or telephone me with your thoughts?
All contributions will be gratefully accepted to be included in our Portfolio ~ and ~ wouldn’t
it be such an achievement if we could include something from everyone from Crowlas and
Ludgvan WI?
Where do you think we should concentrate our efforts to create a more
sustainable future?
What should we be doing, individually to achieve this?
What do you think we could do in the community to improve and protect
our environment?
Thank You to all those who have already given me their contributions. I
shall be more than happy to receive more at the August and September
meetings, after which the works will be collated for the Portfolio

Sylvia Ronan: - 01736 740 542 or Sylvronan@btinternet.com
crowlasludgvanwi@gmail.com

WI Environmental News
JULIA HAVARD GREEN NEWS AND TIT BITS FROM E&PA FOR
AUGUST
Some interesting things have been taking shape this month.
For example, have you seen the new film “The Kernow Way”? It’s a great little film by
Clean Cornwall (we are members of that). It is aimed at visitors. The message is:
“Wherever we go, and whatever we do, we have an impact.
Let’s make sure it’s a positive one.
So whether you’re a local, or here on holiday...
We all have a shared responsibility to look after this special place
We call it the Kernow Way!”
Click here for #thekernowway film or copy into the address bar.
And for more information go to www.cleancornwall.org/thekernowway.html
As you know The Great Big Green Week will take place 18 – 26 September. This is
a national event set up by The Climate Coalition (we are partners of them too).
The aim is to show decision-makers that we are stepping up to take action on climate
change – and we need them to step up with us too.
National Federation said: “WI members will have the opportunity to host thousands
of events and activities across the UK in accordance with any social distancing
guidelines that may still be in place. Whether it’s a WI community stall, a park clean
up or a group of you getting planting in your local area - these activities will celebrate
what you are doing to make your local area a cleaner, greener place to live. This will
be an opportunity to raise the profile of climate change and how it is impacting the
people and places we love right here in the UK and across the world.” You can find
out more at https://greatbiggreenweek.com/.
If you have not done so already, there is still loads of time to do something – so do
have a think about that. It doesn’t have to be a big event. Here are a few more ideas:
Acorn and wildflower seed planting
Litter picks
Recycled crafting
Nature walks, tree tours, bat walks
Bike rides
Plant-based feasts
There will definitely be other green things going on in Ludgvan in September too: for
example Ludgvan church is planning an exhibition, tree planting and a churchyard
rake-up. I expect the school will be doing something too (I know that Marazion
school wants to plant trees).

and Finally
A FREE EDUCATIONAL/FUN TRIP FOR YOU ALL

Crowlas and Ludgvan WI always have a trip out. This often
involves a coach trip, always involves a bit of a learning
opportunity, a chance to have a bite to eat and a chance for
time together having a chat and some fun.
This year we felt a coach trip may not be a great idea with too
much close proximity so we looked for closer experiences.
Therefore for this year Crowlas and Ludgvan WI annual trip out
You are all invited to join together for a day at the
Cornish Seal Sanctuary Gweek
Monday 11th October 10:00 am
This will be a free event funded byCrowlas and Ludgvan WI.
It will include a fully guided tour where you will see the resident
seal population and those temporarily at the sanctuary for
rehabilitation. There will be a cream tea provided and free time
for you to look around the site at your own pace and an
opportunity to eat your own packed lunch or purchase food
from the Café on site. We will make arrangements to get to the
site ourselves via our own transport or lift sharing.
some of you have already signed up for this but we need
numbers by our next meeting so if you would like to go but will
not be at our next meeting please email Julia Blewett at
committee.crowlasludgvanwi@gmail.com.

